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Arthur T. MalitoThe Region
The Northwest Indiana region in many ways is a extension of the Chicagoland area and is the 
home to a diverse population and a rich cultural and historic background.  The character, density, 
strengths, weaknesses, and experiences vary greatly throughout the region.
The City
In its current state, the City of Gary has many challenges to overcome.  Population loss, a 
largely negative connotation surrounding its name, and a struggling economy are just a few 
hurdles that must be cleared to ensure its success in the future.  Once praised as “The City of 
the Century,” Gary has since been removed from its prosperous and successful days when its 
population was nearly twice its present day.  Incremental reinvestment into the community and 
the creation of local and regional assets within the city are crucial to making Northwest Indiana’s 
largest city a local and regional asset.  Despite its current challenges, the City of Gary has an 
enormous potential to craft a city that is better than it ever was in its greatest hour.
The Site
Big visions sometimes require big sites.  The approximate size of this project totals 1,400 acres 
and is located along the Lake Michigan shoreline in Gary.  This project site is located where a 
portion of U.S. Steel - Gary Works currently resides and the operations on this portion of the 
property would be condensed into the U.S. Steel facility outside of the project scope.  Huge 
opportunity and potential is present in the site including good vehicular, rail, bicycle, and aquatic 
connections to local and regional amenities.  The large expanse of the site also allows for large-
scale recreational opportunities and the creation of a large, diverse user base through proper 
programming.
The Vision
Creating a community asset for a region and a city is a large undertaking.  Daniel Burnham, the 
famous Architect and Urban Planner who played a vital role in the development of Chicago is 
quoted as saying “Make no little plans; they have no magic to stir men’s blood.”  Big visions 
have the ability to stir up excitement about what could be and helps to get the public excited and 
interested in the vision.  The vision of this project is to create a community asset for local and 
regional citizens and tourists through the integration of conservation, recreation, cultural, and 
economic development amenities.
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Currently 67% of Lake County, Indiana’s lake front 
along Lake Michigan is dedicated to industrial 
uses and is not publically accessible.  As proposed 
through the Marquette Plan [Indiana’s Lakeshore 
Reinvestment Strategy], the 33% of the existing public 
accessible shoreline will be increased to 75% through 
the designation of catalyst sites in key locations to 
accomplish the goal of a livable lakeshore and to better 
access Northwest Indiana’s greatest asset - Lake 
Michigan.
Located in Gary, this project site was noted as a 
possible catalyst site for the city.  This project is of 
particular importance since Gary is Lake County’s 
largest city with approximately 100,000 residents and 
makes up roughly 1/5 of the counties total population.  
This redevelopment is centrally located along the 
Lake County shoreline and offers a great opportunity 
to establish a public landmark along the shore that 
attracts Gary residents, Northwest Indiana residents, 
and tourists from outside the region.
The site chosen is currently owned by United States 
Steel Corporation and is roughly 1,400 acres which 
constitutes about 1/3 of its total operational acreage.  
This project proposes condensing the existing 
processes and infrastructure within the project 
boundaries into the other remaining portions of U.S. 
Steel - Gary Works.
A negative connotation currently surrounds the City of 
Gary but through effective planning, public support, and 
incremental change the city’s image can be returned to 
its prosperous and vivacious days.
67%
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33%
Green
Fig.  1.02  Lake County, IN 
Lakeshore Use
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Fig.  1.03  Lake County, IN 
Population Distribution
Fig.  1.04  US Steel - 
Gary Works Acreage
Fig.  1.05  City of Gary Image
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    Background:  Local Site History
U.S. Steel - Gary Works
Sculpted from the dunes in the early 1900’s, U.S. Steel 
created the town of Gary.  The city was named after the 
company’s chairman, Elbert H. Gary.
The site for the Gary Works facility was determined for 
its good proximity for the major elements necessary 
for producing steel.  Iron ore and limestone came from 
Minnesota and Michigan, and coal was brought by rail 
from the Ohio Valley.  Located just across the Illinois 
border, the site was also in close proximity to Chicago 
and offered cheaper land and taxes.
The transition from a natural dune landscapes to steel 
mill was not a simple one.  It ordered the destruction 
of large sand dunes and the re-routing of the Grand 
Calumet River.  This change in the landscape is likely to 
forever change the ecological character of the site and 
severely impede restoration efforts.
Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore & State Park
The transition from the natural dune landscape to 
heavy industrial steel mills and power plants quickened 
in the early 1900’s.  It was known that something had 
to be done to save the dunes before they were gone 
forever.  Four major constituents, led to the creation 
of the Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore which 
include Henry Cowles, a botanist from the University 
of Chicago, Paul Douglas, a Senator for the State of 
Illinois, and Dorthy Buell, an Ogden Dunes resident 
and English teacher.    The continuation of industrial 
activity within the region caused Cowles to team up 
Thomas Allinson and Jens Jenson to form the Prairie 
Club of Chicago in 1908.  This organization was the 
first of its kind to propose protecting a portion of the 
Indiana Dunes to maintain it in its present state for the 
enjoyment of the public.  In October of 1916, only two 
months after the establishment of the National Park 
System, the dunes were proposed as a National Park.  
Due to the First World War, efforts for a national park 
hit a standstill but the opening of a small State Park 
was approved in 1926.  Forty years passed before the 
Fig. 1.06  Dredging of U.S. Steel - Gary 
Works Canal
Fig.  1.07  First Ore Entering Gary Harbor - 
1908
Fig.  1.08  Henry Cowles
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1966.  With the help of Paul H. Douglas, over 8,000 
acres of land and water was preserved.  Expansion 
occurred in 1976, 1980, 1986, and 1992 in which the park 
almost double in size to more than 15,000 acres.  The 
Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore is home to 1,445 
different kinds of plants which is the 3rd largest amount 
for any American National Park.  Only two other parks 
- the Rocky Mountains National Park and the Grand 
Canyon National Park have a larger plant variety.  These 
Parks have 35 times the land area of the Indiana Dunes 
National Lakeshore.
Octave Chanute
Prior to the Wright Brothers flight, Octave Chanute 
completed the World’s first sustained flight in a heavier-
than-air structure in 1896.  The dunes where Chanute 
experimented would later become the City of Gary 
in 1906.  Chanute later collaborated and worked with 
the Wright Brothers to help design a heavier-than-
air structure which was widely credited as the first 
sustained human flight.
12
Fig.  1.09  Paul H. Douglas
    Background:  Local Site History
Fig.  1.10  The Chanute-Herring Two Surface 
Glider being flown at the Indiana Dunes
Fig.  1.11  Prairie Club touring the Indiana 
Dunes
Fig.  1.12  Construction of U.S. Steel - Gary 
Works
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    Background:  Planning Efforts
Marquette Plan - Phase I
Known as Indiana’s Lakeshore Reinvestment Strategy, Phase I of the Marquette Plan includes 
Lake County, Indiana’s western boundary and the Town of Portage as a eastern boundary as 
its area of study.  In 2005, the plan for Phase I was completed and goals outlined in this plan 
include the following:
 
1.   Recognize Lake Michigan as the community’s greatest asset.
2.  Increase public access to shorelines from 33% to 75%.
3.  Establish physical, social and economic connections, including a continuous   
  trail network linking people to the lake, features along it and to each other.
4.  Recognize a changing economy in the region and capitalize on new      
  opportunities such as technologies associated with the remediation and   
   re-use of industrial brownfield properties that could result in a campus of   
  new employers.
Fig.  1.14  Catalyst Sub-Areas
Fig.  1.13  Composite Framework Plan
Site
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Gary Green Links
With large-scope project planning completing in 2004, the Gary Green Links plan will connect 
districts, green spaces, and amenities inside and outside of Gary through a series of on-street 
and off-streets pedestrian and bicycle trails.  The proposed design includes 30 miles of multi-use 
trail that connects to existing trail systems within the region.  Design work for the proposed trail 
along the Grand Calumet River began in 2005.   Proposed connections were considered when 
planning and designing this project.  One important aspect of the plan includes the extension of 
the Marquette Trail on the southern portion of the site.
Fig.  1.15  Preliminary Draft - Gary Green Links Master Plan
Site
    Background:  Planning Efforts  1.2
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The primary problem that was addressed in this project 
is the lack of publically accessible waterfront property 
that is dedicated to appreciating Northwest Indiana’s 
greatest asset - Lake Michigan.  As stated earlier, the 
Lake County lakeshore is currently 67% industrial use 
which leaves only 33% for public use.  Much of this 
publically accessible property is disconnected and does 
not provide recreational activities that are proportional 
to the large populations surrounding the lakeshore.  
Citizens living in Lake County, Indiana generally must 
travel 25 miles either northwest into Chicago or 20 
miles east to the Indiana Dunes State Park to recreate 
near the shores of Lake Michigan.  With a population of 
500,000, Lake County, Indiana could greatly benefit 
from diversified land use that uses Lake Michigan 
as more than an industrial asset.  This project strives 
to provide a lake front redevelopment that is a local, 
regional, and tourist attraction that allows for the better 
appreciation of Lake Michigan.
Fig.  1.16  Historic Marktown - East Chicago
Indiana Harbor
    Problem Statement  1.3
Fig.  1.17  Indiana Harbor - East Chicago
Fig.  1.18  US Steel Gary Works - Gary
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This redevelopment project has the opportunity to 
make a significant contribution to the quality of life, 
economic vitality, and overall perception of Northwest 
Indiana and the City of Gary.  It provides a possible 
solution that is intended to provide a big idea to get 
community members excited and interested in the long 
term vision of a more livable, public waterfront
This project also makes a useful contribution to the 
greater architecture community and to the citizens 
of northwest Indiana including the town of Gary.  The 
information discussed provides alternatives which 
are common to many post-industrial cities and to 
the current U.S. Steel site.  Issues such as economic 
distress, poor connectivity, and underutilized properties 
are common problems to many post-industrial cities 
and the hope of this study is to provide a well-planned 
and researched solution that can act as a sample for 
what kind of development could be established.  
    Project Significance  1.4
Fig.  1.19  Quality of Life
Fig.  1.20  Adaptive Re-use
Fig.  1.21  Economic Vitality
http://www.gatortailgating.com/images/msu/cotton-district.jpg
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The primary goal of this project is to craft an attraction 
for a wide user group for Gary, Northwest Indiana 
residents, and tourists that uses the Lake Michigan 
shore as more than an industrial asset.
Project goals for this project work upon the guidance 
of four primary principals.  These principals were 
determined through comprehensive research of other 
waterfront designs and the inventory and analysis of 
local and regional site conditions.  Further description 
of how these principals were established, as well as 
how they become prevalent in the design are explained 
in greater detail in the following pages.
These principals include:
  I.    Conservation & Restoration
  II.   Recreation
  III.  Culture
  IV. Economic Development
Fig.  1.22  Conservation & Restoration
Fig.  1.23  Recreation
Fig.  1.24  Culture
Fig.  1.25  Economic Development
    Project Requirements:  Project Goals  1.5
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1.  Conservation & Restoration
Given the sites history, and its adjacent surroundings, 
conservation of existing nature areas and restoration of 
degraded areas is a important principal to consider.  
Located directly to the east and to the south, the 
Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore is the home to 1,445 
species of plants.  Only two other national parks have 
more plant species:  Great Smoky Mountains [1,485] 
and the Grand Canyon National Park [1,474].  These two 
parks respectively contain more than 35 times as much 
land as the Indiana Dunes.  Also, the U.S. Fish & Wildlife 
Service reports that more than 60 of these plant and 
animal species are rare or endangered, which is the 
highest concentration in the State of Indiana.  This is of 
particular merit due to the very large amount of heavy 
industrial usage that is currently coexisting to the west 
of these preservation and conservation areas.  
Goal:  Respect the ecological sensitivity of the 
surrounding areas and restore portions to its previous 
state to mimic the ecological environments of the 
dunes.
Objective:  Create a buffer around the area surrounding 
Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore while integrating 
trail systems so the areas can be appreciated yet 
conserved.
http://carfreechicago.com/files/
images/165686610_1edc40634e_b_0.jpg
    Project Requirements:  Project Goals  1.5
Fig.  1.26  Conservation & Restoration
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II. Recreation
Recreational areas have the ability to enhance the 
quality of life, make cities more desirable to live in, and 
provide a multitude of health benefits for regular users.  
In May 2001, Boeing Corporation announced 
its decision for its location for its new corporate 
headquarters.  Dallas, Denver, and Chicago were 
considered in the decision, and in the end Chicago was 
chosen for the city’s quality of life, which includes its 
recreational opportunities, its downtown, and its urban 
life.  
One of the biggest barriers challenging the City of Gary 
is reversing the city’s distinctively negative connotation.  
The incremental integration of positive icons and 
attractions into the fabric of Gary has the ability to 
improve the quality of life, and make the City of Gary a 
more attractive place to live.  Investment must be made 
for long term growth and vitality to ensure the future 
success of the city.  
Goal:  Offer a wide range of recreational facilities that 
attract a large user base of Gary and Northwest Indiana 
citizens and tourists
Objective:  Integrate beaches, a large hiking and 
mountain biking trail system, and a variety of multi-
functional green spaces and corridors.
    Project Requirements:  Project Goals  1.5
Fig.  1.27  Recreation
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1II.  Culture
The transformation the landscape has seen in the past 
100 years in Gary and Northwest Indiana has been 
extremely eventful.
It is well-know that U.S. Steel Corporation in particular 
has had a profound impact in the City of Gary.  Other 
significant historical and cultural events and amenities 
in Gary, Indiana include the Prairie Club and Jens 
Jenson, Marquette Park & Gary Aquatorium.
A more detailed account can be found in the section 
labeled “Background:  Local Site History” on page 11.
The Gary and Northwest Indiana community has a rich 
cultural and historical background that demands a 
comprehensive and celebrated attraction that educates 
where the region has been, how it became what it is 
today, and where it could possibly go in the future.  
Goal:  Integrate historic and cultural amenities into the 
site that showcases the identity, character, and history 
of the area that draws local and regional residents as 
well as tourists.
Objective:  Locate museum campus, sculpture garden, 
and industrial reuse area with rotating exhibits to keep 
the public interest
    Project Requirements:  Project Goals  1.5
Fig.  1.28  Culture
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IV.  Economic Development
Given the high value of the land, the high cost of 
remediation, and the massive opportunities available 
for development of this project it is important to seize 
these opportunities to integrate an economic driver 
into the design of this waterfront redevelopment.  
This development has the opportunity for enormous 
benefits for the quality of life in Gary and Northwest 
Indiana, and a large amount of revenue could be 
generated through the proper development of a dense 
and well-planned waterfront community.
Goal:  Provide a self supporting downtown area that 
adds to the character of the City of Gary and Northwest 
Indiana.  
Objective:  Locate a walkable mixed-use development 
with commercial, office, and residential that integrates 
various levels of cost, size, and experience that make 
the most of the lake front property.
    Project Requirements:  Project Goals  1.5
Fig.  1.29  Economic Development
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Site Issues
Although not formally documented due to its 
operational status, the proposed site is clearly 
a brownfield site that would require extensive 
remediation in order to be redeveloped in a safe and 
successful manner.  Other adjacent properties not 
owned by U.S. Steel Corporation have drawn significant 
attention from the E.P.A. for point source pollution that 
clearly stems from the heavy industrial areas in the 
area.  The Grand Calumet River which runs through the 
proposed site is a primary example of this.  According 
to the E.P.A., 90% of the river’s flow originates from  
municipal and industrial effluent, cooling and process 
water, and storm water overflows.
Limitations
Due to the unknown quantity and nature of pollutants 
in the soil, it is not possible to accurately theorize 
a remediation standpoint and method.  Different 
contaminants yield different remediation tactics and 
strategies.  A comprehensive study of the pollutants 
present on the property is necessary to accurately, 
efficiently, and properly remediate these issues.
Given the privatization of the U.S. Steel - Gary Works 
facility, much of the interaction that was planned with 
U.S. Steel Corporation did not materialize.  Multiple 
attempts were made to contact individuals with meager 
success.  Therefore, site visits and feedback was 
negatively effected and limited.
Assumptions
Many assumptions are made in the premise of this 
project, but as stated earlier - this project is intended to 
provide big ideas and arouse public interest.  After all, 
the redevelopment of this site would not be feasible 
without the support and the aggressive, proactive, 
desire of citizens.  Listed below are some of the major 
assumptions made in the design of this project:
  » The concept of a redeveloped waterfront in Gary is  
  favorable by citizens of Gary and the region.
  » The development will spur further reinvestment and  
  increase support of such investment.
    Project Requirements:  Issues, Limitations, Assumptions  1.5
Fig.  1.30  Brownfield Remediation
Fig.  1.31  Struggling Economy
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Fig.  1.32  Public Support
  » U.S. Steel would condense a portion of its    
  operations and sell the property.
  » Public and private investors would be interested  
  in   the redevelopment of the U.S. Steel property.
  » Public funding would be available to drive the  
  project
  » The site would be accessible and available for  
  the proposed design elements after remediation  
  is complete.
Delimitations
Although important, much of the above information 
is not feasible to address in the time allocated 
for this project therefore project delimitations are 
required to better invest time into addressing less 
time intensive, yet important items.  Some of the 
major delimitations for this project are listed below:
  » Solutions to relocating the existing U.S. Steel  
  infrastructure located on the property.
  » Remediation solutions will not be thoroughly  
  addressed on the project site.
  » An in-depth economic analysis of the Gary    
  economy will not be addressed in the design of  
  this project.
  » This project limits itself to the portion of U.S. Steel  
  east of Gary Harbor.
  » This project does not act as a panacea for all of  
  the complex and research intensive problems and  
  issues for the City of Gary.
    Project Requirements:  Assumptions, Delimitations  1.5
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Understanding the client is an important part in the design 
process.  Listed in order of priority, target users for this project 
include the following:
  1.   Citizens of Gary
  2.  Citizens of Northwest Indiana
  3.   Tourists from outside the Northwest Indiana    
  region
These users were formulated through the inventory and analysis 
of the region as well as through prior research of other successful 
waterfront areas.  
    Project Requirements:  Target Users  1.6
Fig.  1.32  Gary Citizens
Fig.  1.33  Northwest Indiana Citizens
Fig.  1.34  Tourists
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As stated earlier, project goals for this project work 
upon the guidance of four primary principals.  These 
principals include:
  I.     Conservation & Restoration
  II.    Recreation
  III.   Culture
  IV.  Economic Development
Site programming is broken down into these individual 
principals in the following pages to help provide a more 
detailed account of the site programming proposed on 
site.  These principals will be repeated through portions 
of the book to place an emphasis on how these 
principals were achieved throughout the design.
    Site Programming  1.7
Fig.  1.35  Conservation & Restoration
Fig.  1.36  Recreation
Fig.  1.37  Culture
Fig.  1.38  Economic Development
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I.  Conservation & Restoration
  Hiking with Interpretive Features
  Birding
  Educational Tours
    School Groups
    Nature Organizations
 
II.  Recreation
  Active
    Jogging
    Cycling
    Roller blading / Roller skating
    Canoeing
    Sailing
    Kayaking
    Cross Country Skiing
  Passive
    Sunbathing
    Walking
    Picnicking
    Multi-Functional Green Space
      Camping [A, B]
   
III.  Culture
  Interpretive Areas
  Museum Campus
    Industrial History of Indiana
    Environmental Learning Center
    History of the Northwest Indiana
  Adaptive Re-use Area
    Tours
    Scenic/Interpretive Overlooks
  Amphitheater & Concert Venue
  Outdoor Sculpture Garden 
  Public Buildings
    Community Center
   
   
   Site Programming  1.7
Fig.  1.39  Harbor
Fig.  1.40  Cycling
Fig.  1.41  Restaurants/Nightlife
Fig.  1.42  Camping
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IV.  Economic Development
  Harbor
    Jetski
    Boats
    Sailing
  Mixed Use Development
    Commercial
      Restaurants / Nightlife
        Breakfast
        Brunch
        Lunch
        Dinner
        Pubs
      Clothing / Boutique
      Grocery / Drug Store
      Laundromat
      Child Day care
      Movie Theatre
      Hardware Store
      Athletic & Recreational Apparel   
          Equipment
        Rentals
      Bicycle Shop
      Automotive Store   
 
    Office 
    Residential 
  Hotel / Hostel
  Police Headquarters
    Site Programming  1.7
Fig.  1.43  Jogging/Roller blading
Fig.  1.44  Sculpture Garden
Fig.  1.45  Kayaking
Fig.  1.46  Museums
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Design Approach
Given the poor image of the City of Gary, it was empirical to approach this project with an 
optimistic and forward thinking approach.  An emphasis was placed on highlighting the 
strengths, opportunities, and potential of much of the sites surroundings and features.  Through 
incremental change and improvement, the City of Gary has the ability to return to its prosperous 
and successful days.  This approach left me uncovering great assets and opportunities that 
greatly added to the strength of the project and left me with a better appreciation for what the 
City of Gary truly has to offer.
Design Process
The process for this project took place over the course of approximately eight months and was 
broken into two distinctive sections.  The first section, which consisted of four months, involved 
researching a thesis project and developing a comprehensive project.  Major duties completed 
within this time frame include researching case studies, past thesis projects, relevant literature 
on said topic, and formulating a project program and site.  
The second portion involved taking this research and applying it to design.  Schematic design 
tested the comprehensiveness of my research and created the need for small, yet continual 
research throughout much of my early design as my project strengthened and developed.  
Several schematic design concepts were developed and evolved to form a composite design 
that combined the strengths of prior designs.  This design was further developed and enhanced 
to examine greater detail.  A final presentation was given to present the final design to fellow 
colleagues for analysis and constructive criticism.  Other final deliverables include this project 
booklet, a final presentation board, and a journal including project drawings and design critique 
throughout the project.  
   Design Process/Approach  2.1
Project Brainstorming
Case Studies
Past Thesis Projects
Relevant Literature Review
Project Program & Site
Programming
Inventory/Analysis
Schematic Design
Design Development
Midterm Review
Design Revisions
Construction Documentation
Presentation
Fig.  2.02  Design Process  31
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    Location/Vicinity Map  2.2
 2.15
Miles
 1.16 Miles
Gary within the context of Northwest Indiana
Northwest Indiana within the 
context of Indiana & Illinois
Project Site within the context of Gary
Fig.  2.03  Vicinity Map32
The project site context as well as inventory and 
analysis is discussed in the following pages and begins 
at a larger regional scale and transitions into a more 
detailed, site-specific level.  A brief description is listed 
below that summarized the site within the regional, city, 
and site context.
Region
Located 25 miles southeast of Chicago, Gary sits just 
outside the reach of Chicago.  Gary is within the greater 
Chicagoland area in the urban/suburban context 
which gradually decreases in density as it moves to 
the south and east.  Recreational opportunities are 
limited along the Lake Michigan Shoreline in Lake 
County, and residents must travel to adjacent counties 
for recreation opportunities that take advantage of the 
lakes resources.
City
The project site is very well connected to adjacent 
vehicular and non-vehicular modes of transportation 
as well as a unique mix of conservation, industrial, and 
commercial land uses.  Huge opportunities exist for 
regional and local connections to the site.
Site
The project site sits on the northernmost boundary of 
the Gary limits and offers a huge amount of potential 
not only for the City of Gary but also Northwest 
Indiana.  Primary constraints within the property include 
undesirable view sheds from the site and airborne 
pollutants from adjacent industrial facilities.  The 
opportunities present within the site greatly outweigh 
its constraints.
   Site Inventory/Analysis  2.3
Fig.  2.04  Region - Looking towards Chicago
Fig.  2.05  City - Gary Downtown
Fig.  2.06  Site - US Steel Gary Works East
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    Site Inventory/Analysis:  Regional Waterfront Analysis  2.3
Regional Waterfront Analysis
With the target users consisting of Gary residents, Northwest Indiana residents, and tourists it 
was important to consider these users when looking at the regional waterfront analysis.  After 
analyzing the regional waterfront uses, the presence of publicly accessible lakeshore was clearly 
less than the amount of industrial uses in Lake County.  
Two major attractions to the region include Indiana Dunes State Park to the east and the Chicago 
waterfront to the west.  Each of these requires significant travel and it is evident that there is 
not a landmark recreational area that serves Lake County’s large population.  Small segmented 
recreational areas exist in the western portion of Lake County but lack the size to provide 
significant programming activities that attract a large and diverse user base.  The conglomeration 
of massive industrial areas in Indiana Harbor and US Steel-Gary Works makes Lake Michigan a 
forgotten asset to much of Lake County residents due to the lack of public access.  Marquette 
Park, located on the outskirts of Gary provides a lot of potentially good recreational opportunities 
for Gary residents but needs to address serious maintenance issues.  Porter County to the east 
offers more recreational opportunities but also has a much lower density than its neighbors to 
the west.  Overall, the message is clear, the investment of the Lake Michigan shoreline in Lake 
County will aid in revitalizing the image of Gary and create a more livable and enjoyable location 
for Gary residents, Northwest Indiana residents, and tourists.
Fig.  2.07  Regional Waterfront Analysis  
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   Site Inventory/Analysis:  Site Context  2.3
Fig.  2.08  Site Context & Connections
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    Site Inventory/Analysis:  Site Detail  2.3
Site Detail
After analyzing the site, it was clear that the opportunities outweighed the constraints.  Most 
of the constraints involved undesirable view sheds, vehicular connections to surrounding 
amenities, and airborne pollutants.  Opportunities found through the analysis include 
several excellent non-motorized rails-to-trails conversions, interesting cultural and natural 
surroundings, large historic infrastructure, various scenic view sheds, and excellent connections 
to major thoroughfares.  The northeast corner offered an excellent opportunity for a lake front 
development due to its close proximity to the Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore, and its view 
from the shoreline, and the water that currently surrounds the space.
Fig.  2.09  Site Detail  
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Design precedents played an important role in forming and supporting my design solutions.  
Not all ideals from the mentioned projects were extracted and several of the studies acted as a 
spring board or point of departure for design solutions.  
Location:  Palm Islands, Dubai - United Arab Emirates
Description:
Formed from nothing, the Palm Islands in Dubai take design in a new and very controversial 
direction.  The islands extend outward from the mainland and create a new waterfront 
community that is separate from the main development.  Although controversial in nature, the 
landform and aggressive shape of the development is extremely pronounced and unique.
Derived Concepts:  
The form of this waterfront development was particularly interesting because of how it interacts 
and addresses the water.  All units front the water and make an effort to fully take advantage of 
the waterfront.  
Project Application: 
The form and interaction with the water was applied to my waterfront development at a much 
smaller scale that emphasized pedestrian circulation and connectivity.  
   Design Precedents:  Palm Islands  2.4
Fig.  2.10  Palm Islands   
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Location:  Gas Works Park, Seattle - United States
Description:
Gas Works Park in Seattle is a classic example of adaptive reuse for industrial areas.  Consisting 
of 19 acres, Gas Works Park features a large open lawn, a large sundial, and the colorful and 
playful reuse of historic industrial machines in enclosed exterior spaces.  The site hosts a wide 
variety of activities throughout the year in its open, multi-functional green space.  The exterior 
infrastructure has little modification and acts as a preserved relic of the past.
Derived Concepts:  
The manner in which the interior spaces were re-used was particularly inspiring.  Children often 
enjoy these areas because portions of the space act as play areas.  The inter-activity of these 
spaces was the primary element that was derived from this precedent study.
Project Application: 
The interactive spaces and character of the adaptive re-use areas at Gas Works Park were 
applied to my interior spaces of my museum campus.  By forming a unique experience for 
visitors that would place an emphasis on engagement, a more enjoyable and interactive 
museum experience would take place for children and adults.
    Design Precedents:  Gas Works Park  2.4
Fig.  2.11   Gas Works Park
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Location:  Landschaftspark, Duisburg Nord - Germany
Description:
Landschaftspark, a public park in Germany, examines the rich cultural history of a former 
steel mill and accepts its importance to the area, rather than rejecting it.  Much of the existing 
infrastructure was preserved and adapted to serve new purposes and interesting programming 
features were adapted to the existing infrastructure.  Rock climbing and scuba diving are just a 
few of the many interesting opportunities available to visitors while visiting Landschaftspark.
Derived Concepts:  
The creative, adaptive reuse and appreciation for the character of the existing infrastructure 
was a major inspiration.  Leaving the existing infrastructure intact and working with the site to 
formulate a design solution creating a unique icon that makes the site an interesting and highly 
desirable location to visit.
Project Application: 
The concept of adaptive re-use was applied heavily to my industrial and museum campus areas.  
Considering the high importance and cultural heritage the steel mills provide in Gary, it was 
deemed empirical to maintain these industrial relics while still providing a interesting experience.
   Design Precedents:  Landschaftspark  2.4
Fig.  2.12  Landschaftspark
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Location:  Indiana Dunes State Park & National Lakeshore, Northwest Indiana - United States
Description:
Providing Northwest Indiana and portions of the southern Chicagoland area in Illinois with an 
escape from urban life, the Indiana Dunes State Park and Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore 
provide a large amount of hiking trails that take advantage of the unique dune landscape that 
has survived through many years of development throughout the region.  These trails vary in 
intensity, length, and experiential quality and the quality of the landscape brings visitors back 
year after year.
Derived Concepts:  
The diversity of the trail system experiences and the quality of the landscape were identified 
as key factors that led to the success of the trails.  Inspiration was taken from the quality and 
character of the landscape and the diversity of the trail experiences.
Project Application: 
The character of the dune landscape was applied to my overall design concept and the diversity 
of the trail system was applied to the trail systems throughout my site.
    Design Precedents:  Indiana Dunes  2.4
Fig.  2.13   Indiana Dunes
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Location:  Minneapolis Federal Courthouse Plaza, Minneapolis - United States
Description:
Formed from a geological abstraction, this plaza design makes reference to the geological 
history of the site - therefore offering more than just a plaza space.  Drumlins, large landforms 
that are formed by glacial activity are dispersed throughout the site and form an interesting 
experience and contrast to the surrounding urban context.
Derived Concepts:  
Geomorphology, the natural processes that form landforms, was derived from this precedent 
study as well as the how the form was represented and abstracted to fit into a smaller context. 
Project Application: 
The concept of geomorphology was applied to much of my landform throughout the site 
and contributed greatly to my overall design concept for the project.  The modification and 
abstraction of geomorphology does not provide a literal translation of landform but rather a 
hybrid approach that gives unique character to the site design.
   Design Precedents:  Minneapolis Federal Courthouse  2.4
Fig.  2.14  Minneapolis Federal Courthouse Plaza
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Location:  ACROS Fukuoka Prefectural International Hall, Fukuoka City - Japan
Description:
Located in Japan this building takes advantage of environmental systems and looks at the 
integration between the natural and build environment.  The integration of intensive green roof 
strategies provide many benefits to the occupants of the building.  
Derived Concepts:  
The connection made between nature and architecture is the primary inspiration taken from this 
design.  The urban context of the project enhances the large amounts of plant material on the 
green roofs and integrates a wild and naturalized feel in contrast with the architecture.
Project Application: 
Newly formed structures on site will make an effort to be integrated into the landscape rather 
than placed.  The main application of this case study is seen in the waterfront development 
portion of the project.
    Design Precedents:  ACROS Fukuoka Perfectural 
                  International Hall
 2.4
Fig.  2.15  ACROS Fukuoka Prefectural International Hall
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Preliminary design concepts were very useful in analyzing the strengths and weakness of 
different design schemes and helped to understand the scale of the site.  Schematic diagrams 
proved very useful and the various levels of site inventory and analysis helped provide 
reasoning for my proposed design solutions.  Many revisions were made to the design and the 
images shown in the following pages represent only a small portion of the schematic design 
effort.  Loose hand rendering techniques were chosen for fluidity and easy modification in the 
schematic phases of the project.
   Preliminary Design Concepts  2.5
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Fig.  2.16   Preliminary Amphitheater Design
NTS
This preliminary sketch in Fig. 2.16  shows how the proposed amphitheatre uses landform to 
enclose users into the newly created dune-inspired landscape.  The shelter is integrated into the 
landscape to adds to the experiential quality of the space.
Fig.  2.17  Preliminary Transition between Commecial District & Lakeshore
NTS43
    Preliminary Design Concepts:   Concept One  2.5
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Fig.  2.18  Concept I:  Downtown Node
NTS
N
One of the first concepts involved the integration of urban and pastoral elements.  Topography 
would blend into the landscape from the Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore to form around 
the existing industrial infrastructure.  The Gary community center would be located at the 
highest point of the site and would provide a panoramic view of the surrounding area.  A dense, 
downtown development would take advantage of the Lake Michigan shoreline in the northeast 
corner of the site.44
concept 02 dwg 02
 2.5    Preliminary Design Concepts:  Concept Two
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Fig.  2.19  Concept II:  Green Shore
NTS
A secondary concept explored conserving a large portion of the Lake Michigan shoreline 
for passive and active forms of recreation and emphasized the idea of a recreational 
waterfront.  Adjacent to these recreational spaces is a large mixed-use commercial, 
office, and residential district that would provide an economic driver to the site and give 
residents the opportunity to live in this newly formed community.  Better integration of the 
development to the landform and water was explored in future concepts.
Fig.  2.20  Preliminary Mixed-Use Waterfront
NTS
N45
concept 03 dwg 02
 2.5     Preliminary Design Concepts:   Concept Three
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Fig.  2.21  Concept III:  Environmental Celebration
NTS
As concepts evolved and strengthened, my overall design concept for the project began to 
emerge.  This concept, as shown in Fig. 2.21, took inspiration from the historic dune landscape 
and explored the celebration of the landforms, plant material, and hydrology that occurs in the 
dune landscape.  
Shown in Fig. 2.20, the transition and integration of the built environment into the natural 
environment was conceptualized.  The creation of a unique landscape would also be integrated 
into the architectural design of the development.
N46
Composite Design
Upon completion of several preliminary design 
concepts, a composite design was formulated to 
showcase the strengths of all former designs.  Each 
preliminary design contained both strengths and 
weaknesses and it was important to judge the value 
between these when forming a composite design.  
Through the completion of several schematic designs, 
the goals and objectives for the project were fine-tuned 
and an overall design concept was developed to drive 
my design.  
 2.6    Design Process:  Composite Design
Fig.  2.22  Industrial Re-Use
Fig.  2.23   Museum Campus
Fig.  2.25   Waterfront Development
Fig.  2.24  Trail Network
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Fig.  2.26  Land Use Transition47
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Fig.  2.27  Dune Ripple Formation
Final Design Concept:  Geomorphology Abstraction
Upon completion of a site inventory and analysis and local site history it became very evident 
that the quality and diversity of the dune landscape to the east was unsurpassed not only for 
Northwest Indiana but also to the Midwestern United States.  This was the biggest and best 
opportunity to draw inspiration from in the final design concept.  How these unique and diverse 
landscapes were formed intrigued me and my final design concept looked at the abstraction of 
geomorphology - the study of landforms and the processes that shape them.  The various levels 
of topography, interdunal ponds, micro-scale textures formed by geomorphology, and diversity 
of the landscape were particularly inspiring.  The design looked at how dune forms at the micro 
scale can be abstracted to the macro scale, how a balance could be achieved between the built 
and natural environment, and how the project goals of conservation and restoration, recreation, 
culture, and economic development can be achieved while integration this design concept to 
form a unique and distinctive design.
 2.6     Design Process:  Final Design Concept
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Diagrammatic Plan
Shown in the figure below is a diagrammatic master plan showing where my goals and 
objectives fit within the context of my site.  Project nodes as well as entry’s into the site are also 
highlighted in the figure.
 2.7    Design Process:  Diagrammatic Master Plan
Entry
Fig.  2.29  Diagrammatic Master Plan
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Fig.  2.31  Nodes
Fig.  2.32  Motorized Circulation
 2.7    Design Process:  Illustrative Master Plan
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Nodes
Areas of interest and higher activity are shown 
with asterixs to better understand where 
proposed nodes are located.
Motorized Circulation
Two vehicular entrances are found on the 
site from Dunes Highway and provide close 
connections between the I-65/I-90 interchange 
and the Gary downtown area.  Roads were 
minimized to promote pedestrian circulation and 
to reduce conflict between non-motorized and 
motorized forms of circulation
Illustrative Master Plan
The individual layers of the master plan are shown in the separate frameworks shown in 
the figures on the adjacent pages.  These help describe the overall vision for the site as 
well as help to better visualize how each framework fits within the whole.  Project nodes 
that are discussed in greater detail in future pages are listed below:
  1.   Industrial Re-use Area
  2.  Museum Campus
  3.  Trail Network
  4.   Waterfront Development
49
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The industrial re-use area proposes saving the existing 
infrastructure on the southern portion of the site and re-
adapting it to accommodate new users and activities.  Tours 
of the facilities would allow for the better appreciation for 
the complexity involved in the steel production process and 
would also help to paint an image of the duties and jobs 
that the average steel worker completed in a day’s work.  
The design also proposes the blending of the existing 
industrial infrastructure into the proposed vegetation to 
create a seamless transition between the natural and built 
environment.
 2.7    Composite Master Plan:  Industrial Re-use Area
Conservation + Restoration
   1.   Blending of dune-inspired planting
Culture
   1.   Bold celebration of Industrial relic
   2.  Scenic overlooks & touring facilities
1 2
1
2
Location
Fig.  2.36  Re-envisioned Industrial Area
Fig.  2.33  Water
Fig.  2.34  Vegetation
Fig.  2.35  Non-motorized Circulation
 2.7    Composite Master Plan:  Frameworks
Vegetation
Large amounts of vegetation and topography are 
proposed on the site to enhance the trail system 
experience and to recreate the site as a hybird 
dune landscape.  The form of the vegetation was 
inspired by dune ripples and was abstracted from 
the micro scale to the macro scale.  These areas 
would include ponded areas that would mimic 
interdunal ponds and would form unique and 
diverse ecosystems with a wide plant palette.
Non-motorized Circulation
The non-motorized framework of the site plays 
a huge role in connecting proposed project 
nodes while creating an enjoyable and engaging 
recreational activity that helps conserve on site 
space.  Hiking, mountain biking, and a multi-
use greenway are included in this framework 
and have the potential to attract more than just 
local residents through the excellent greenway 
opportunities at a regional level.
Water
Interesting landforms occur on and off-site 
which form interesting water features.  The Grand 
Calumet River runs on the southern portion 
of the site and would be modified to enclose 
the sculpture garden and mimic the natural 
geomorpholic processes that shape the river.
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2.   Museum Campus
The proposed museum campus allows for the celebration 
and appreciation of historic and cultural amenities.  It would 
take advantage of existing infrastructure and re-use it for 
cultural and educational purposes.  Three museums are 
proposed and include the following:
  1.   Industrial History of Indiana 
    Northwest Indiana is the past and present hub  
    of Indiana’s industrial activity
  2.  Environmental Learning Center
    Interesting site location that sits between a    
    conservation and heavy industrial area that    
    could highlight changes in landscape use and   
    brownfield remediation techniques
  3.  History of Northwest Indiana Region
    Gary is the largest city in Northwest Indiana
 2.7    Composite Master Plan:  Museum Campus
Fig. 2.37  Location
Fig. 2.38  History of Northwest Indiana Region - Gary Exhibit
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 2.7    Composite Master Plan:  Trail Network
Hiking Trails [9.1 miles]
Trail users would have various levels of intensity to choose from as well as several major 
destinations to hike to and from such as the waterfront development, museum campus, 
industrial re-use area and surrounding hiking trails.  Interpretive signage would accompany trail 
users and inform them of interesting facts along their journey.
Mountain Bike Trails [8.7 miles]
Currently, a small amount of mountain bike trails exist within Northwest Indiana and the addition 
of these trails would serve a niche in the region.  These trails would consist of a beginner, 
intermediate, and expert skill level and connect with bike lanes as well as the proposed 
Marquette Trail.
Multi-Use Greenway Trail
Located on the southern portion of the site, the proposed Marquette Greenway extension will 
run along the Grand Calumet River and give the project site excellent regional connections for 
cyclists and recreational enthusiasts.  Bike lanes, hiking trails, and sidewalk connections draw 
users into the site.
3.   Trail Network
Three types of trail systems exist within the site 
and include a hiking, mountain bike, and multi-
use greenway trail.  These trails would provide a 
unique experience that would move users through 
different types of landscapes and various levels of 
topography to provide an interesting and engaging 
experience.  
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Fig. 2.39  Trail Network  
Fig. 2.40  Sculpture Garden & Mountain Bike Trail Convergence53
 2.7    Composite Master Plan:  Waterfront Development
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4.   Waterfront Development - Composite
Acting as the primary focal area of design, the waterfront 
development will provide an economic driver to the site 
that would place a strong emphasis on the enjoyment of 
the Lake Michigan shoreline.  Shown in the figure below 
is the composite design for the waterfront development.  
Areas of interest are broken down by the individual goals 
and objectives in the following pages to give a clearer and 
more concise description of each item.
Conservation & Restoration
   1.   Naturalized beach edge
   2.  Hiking Trails
   3.  Nature Island
   4.  Indiana Dunes National
  Lakeshore [Existing]
Recreation
   1.   Harbor
   2.  Multi-use Recreational 
  Space
   3.  Water sport Rental
   4.  Beach & Play Area
Culture
   1.   Community Center
   2.  Smoke Stack 
        Landmarks
Economic Development
   1.  Mixed-use Community
  Development
         Commercial
         Office
         Residential
  2.  Amphitheater
Fig. 2.42  Composite Design
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Fig. 2.41  Location  
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 2.7    Composite Master Plan:  Waterfront Development
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4.   Waterfront Development - Conservation & Restoration
The conservation and restoration of the US Steel facility 
was a prime concern in this design.  A naturalized beach 
edge allows for ecological restoration along the shore 
and make for a scenic hike along the lakeshore.  A nature 
island is centrally located between the two main areas of 
the development and was inspired by the historic islands 
that formerly dotted the Lake Michigan shoreline.  A 
small trail network, and scenic views would await visitors 
upon arrival via water.  The overall shape of the waterfront 
development was inspired by the form of the vegetation 
protruding toward the water.
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Fig. 2.44  Conservation & Restoration
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Fig. 2.43 Location  
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4.   Waterfront Development - Recreation
Recreation-based activity was a particularly important goal 
for the waterfront development due to the large increase 
in programming events Lake Michigan has to offer. 
Harbors are located on each side of the development to 
provide an aquatic area of interest along the shore and to 
promote residents to take advantage of Lake Michigan.  
Multi-functional recreational spaces on the outer ends of 
the development provide scenic views out towards the 
lake and downtown Chicago.  Watersport rental would 
be available in the inner portion of the development and 
would include canoes, kayaks, and jet ski’s.  Adjacent to 
the rental space would be two manicured beach and play 
areas along with a large water feature and shelter areas.  
Fig. 2.46  Recreation
   Composite Master Plan:  Waterfront Development
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Fig. 2.45  Location  
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Fig. 2.48  Culture
4.   Waterfront Development - Culture
Centrally located, the community center would provide 
users with an enclosed gathering space that would act as 
the central hub of activity throughout this area.  Interior 
space would be dedicated for community gatherings/
meetings, recreational activities, and much of the 
programming would be similar to a large YMCA facility.  
Another cultural feature that acts as a landmark to the 
development are two 100’ smokestacks that make 
reference to the historical significance of industry in the 
town of Gary and act as wayfinding elements.  
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4.   Waterfront Development - Economic Development
Economic drivers in the development that would create 
new jobs and revenue for the Gary economy include the 
integration of commercial, office, and residential along 
the lakeshore as well as an amphitheater for large public 
performances that would attract local and regional users.  
The structures would begin at a high density around 
the central core at five-story mixed-use [commercial, 
office, residential] and gradually step down to three-story 
residential.  All units would have either a view of Lake 
Michigan or of the scenic dune areas.  A mix of housing 
costs would be established to allow for a diversity of 
owners and types of ownership. 
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Fig. 2.50  Economic Development
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Fig. 2.51  Composite
Fig. 2.53  Structures
Fig. 2.52  Vegetation
Composite
Various layers of the waterfront development are included 
in the surrounding figures to better describe individual 
frameworks present in the design.  The composite layer to 
the left displays the combination of all frameworks.
Vegetation
The vegetation framework of the design shows the large 
amounts of plant material that would be integrated into 
the design.  The form of the waterfront development was 
greatly inspired by the vegetation patterns that were moving 
throughout the site and shaped how the buildings were 
positioned.
Structures
Proposed structures of the development are shown in 
the figure to the left.  All structures would offer views to 
either Lake Michigan or the scenic dune landscape.  The 
structures would be integrated into the landscape rather 
than placed and the architecture would work with the natural 
environment though the inclusion of green roofs, passive, 
and active forms of energy production and collection.
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Fig. 2.54  Water
Fig. 2.55  Non-motorized Circulation
Fig. 2.56  Motorized Circulation
Non-motorized Circulation
The non-motorized circulation framework shows the reliance 
on pedestrian, bicycle, and aquatic forms of transportation 
on and off the site.  The waterfront development is slightly 
larger than 1/2 mile in diameter which promotes pedestrian 
circulation to various everyday necessities.
Water
Lake Michigan is Northwest Indiana’s greatest natural 
resource.  For this reason, the development provides 
excellent exposure and access to the waterfronts natural 
beauty and the array of possible activities that present the 
users along the shoreline.  The inner area that leads toward 
the community center and amphitheater in the development 
would create a warmer micro climate for swimmers enjoying 
Lake Michigan’s brisk waters in the summer months.
Motorized Circulation
Where and how vehicles move throughout the development 
is a crucial consideration.  Although the primary emphasis 
is placed on non-motorized circulation, the motorized 
framework consists mainly of a large celebrated boulevard 
that moves vehicles through the main commercial area of 
the development and a smaller lakefront road that allows 
drivers to follow the shoreline along the lake.
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Street Character
The dimensions, features, surroundings, textures, lighting, and land uses are just a few 
elements that influence the character and experience for users.  The aim was to include several 
different street sections that would offer users unique experiences that would be pleasurable to 
move ‘through’ and ‘to’.  Three main street sections are shown in the following figures that help 
to describe the character and experience of the waterfront development.
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Mixed-Use
        20’ Sidewalk
        8’ Parallel Parking
           5’ Bike Lane
       10’ Vehicular Lane
             12’ Vegetated Buffer
Fig. 2.57  Central Boulevard
The central boulevard celebrates the main spine of the waterfront 
development.  A large sidewalk gives pedestrian ample room to sit under the 
shaded benches along the boulevard or sit outside one of the restaurants 
that line the street.  Cyclists are given a safe means of travel through the bike 
lane and vehicular traffic is calmed through the enclosure of space by the 
diverse native plantings that mimic the plant found in the dune landscape. Fig. 2.58
Location
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                                  Green Roofs
                                                     10’ Sidewalk
                                                            20’ 2-way Vehicular Lanes
                                       12’ Lakeshore Trail
                                                             ~ 200’ Buffer from Water
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Fig. 2.59  Lakeshore Drive
Located along the shore of the development, a smaller pedestrian 
zone accompanies the commercial areas as well as a multi-use 
lakeshore trail.  A rougher road texture slows vehicular movement 
along the shoreline and makes the area more pedestrian friendly.
Fig. 2.61  Pedestrian Corridor
Located every other block, pedestrian corridors help provide safer 
and more pedestrian-friendly spaces that help soften and add 
character to the development.  Abstracted dune landforms offer an 
interesting location for children to play and rest.
             50’ Pedestrian Corridor
                   Way finding Signage 
         Abstract Dune Landforms Green Roofs
Mixed Use
Fig. 2.62  
Location
Fig. 2.60
Location
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Development Confluence
The confluence of the development comes to a center 
around the community center and amphitheater.  
Manicured beaches run along the shore adjacent to a large 
fountain area which provides a fun, interactive experience 
for children in the hot summer months.  A watersport 
rental area is located on the northernmost portion of 
this core area and would provide an area to rent canoes, 
kayaks, and jet skis.  The amphitheater would activate 
the space when hosting events and could be used as 
open recreational space when an event is not in progress.  
Interactive water features and shelters help keep users 
cool during the warm summer months while providing a 
fun experience for children.
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Fig. 2.65  Location
4th of July in Gary, Indiana
Looking to the west on a warm Gary evening along the shore of Lake 
Michigan, citizens from Gary and Northwest Indiana gather together 
to watch the fireworks over the lakeshore.  The interactive water 
features illuminate as the sun sinks and it is a great time to be in 
Gary, Indiana.
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Fig. 2.68  Location
Fig. 2.67  Development Confluence
Looking northwest, this view highlights and describes the character, scale, topography, plant 
material, and how the smoke stack landmarks sit within the development.  A sub-grade parking 
structure would sit below the amphitheater and would e used for concert evens and everyday 
users.  Native plants and green roof systems were applied in the design to help blend the design 
into nature.
1
1
 2.7    Composite Master Plan:  Waterfront Development
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                                   2”  Rubber Infill
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E N V I S I O N E D     S O I L     C O N D I T I O N S
Moving from a broad site scale to a refined detailed level was a challenge considering the 
expanse of the project site.  Several illustrative construction details are highlighted in the 
following pages to showcase basic specifications of certain elements of the design.
Fig. 2.68  Envisioned Soil Conditions67
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Fig. 2.69  Pedestrian Corridor Landform68
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Fig. 2.70  Plaza Seating Design
Removable Shading Devices
120”
34” 18”
54”
8”
21”
18”
Corten Steel Fastened to Concrete
Native Grass Relief on Sides of Concrete
Colored Concrete Seating
Opening Closes Upon Removal
21” 68”69
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4” Granite Lettering with 1/2” Control Joint
6” Permeable Concrete
6” Crushed Stone
2” Sand
Filter Fabric
Compacted Subgrade
Fig. 2.71  Pavement Detail70
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In closing, the current conditions of the Lake Michigan 
shoreline in Lake County, Indiana offer many 
opportunities to the region if redeveloped.  Through 
the proposed Marquette Plan [Indiana’s Lakeshore 
Reinvestment Strategy], public access to the lake 
will increase from 33% to 75% and take advantage of 
Northwest Indiana’s greatest asset - Lake Michigan.  
This project acts as a catalyst site that would provide 
benefits for Gary and Northwest Indiana residents as 
well as tourists.  By condensing, but not eliminating 
a portion of the US Steel - Gary Works facility, a new 
opportunity for change and improvement would be born 
in the City of Gary.
The proposed design integrates principals and goals 
relating to conservation and restoration, recreation, 
culture, and economic development into the site design 
to create diverse site programming that attracts a wide 
user base.  These goals are prevalent in four main focal 
areas of the design which include an industrial re-use 
area, a museum campus, a large trail system, and a 
waterfront development.
The hope of this design is to provide a big idea that 
can spur excitement and public support for a new 
vision along Lake Michigan’s south shore.  Through 
incremental change, public support, and effective 
planning, the City of Gary can continuously improve 
upon its currently negative connotation to return to its 
more prosperous and vivacious days.  
Fig. 3.02  Conservation & Restoration
Fig. 3.03  Recreation
Fig. 3.04  Culture
Fig. 3.05  Economic Development
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Museum Campus
Industrial Re-use
Trail Network
 3.1    Conclusion
Waterfront Development
Fig. 3.06  Project Nodes
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  Cities that have experienced industrial growth along their waterfronts in the past very possibly have derelict or under utilized pieces of property from failed industries.  Waterfronts, the host of much of past and present 
industrial activity, have the ability to satisfy the needs of local citizens by offering more than just employment.  The South Shore of Lake Michigan in northwest Indiana consists of many post-industrial and industrial waterfront 
properties that are limiting the potential future economic growth along northwest Indiana’s biggest asset, Lake Michigan, by occupying much of the waterfront land and preventing development.  The re-invention and cleansing of 
these properties has the ability to reshape the surrounding urban fabric by introducing new and beneficial uses that can help encourage further redevelopment and economic growth.  This project will focus on a portion of the Gary 
waterfront that is part of the U.S. Steel property and will address problems such as economic distress, appropriate waterfront use, lack of access to the waterfront site, and the sustainable redevelopment of the lake front site.  By 
addressing these problems, I hope to transform an under utilized site into a multi-functional waterfront property that will have positive long-term growth at a local and regional scale.
3.1    Economic Distress
  Much of the area surrounding the U.S. Steel site in Gary is economically distressed and would greatly benefit from the increased tax dollars that could be generated through a successful waterfront development.  These 
dollars could be put towards education, infrastructure improvements, and further reinvestment in the city.  Waterfront redevelopment and reinvention is not a new idea and has been a significant trend that has been seen in 
contrasting scales and locations since the 1960’s and has helped to revitalize dying economies.  Baltimore once touted shipyards and steel mills like much of the South Shore of Lake Michigan.  A private economic commission 
reported in 1953 that movement to the suburbs was causing property value deflation by 10 percent a year and that municipal bankruptcy was forecasted within ten years if action was not taken.  In recent years the population of Gary 
has seen great decline and has decreased by almost 7% from 2000 to 2008 (City-Data.com 1).  While populations elsewhere continue to grow, the town of Gary needs a catalyst project to bring back citizens and revitalize the once 
prosperous and bustling city.  
  The Inner Harbor of Baltimore is a prime example of successful waterfront redevelopment that has acted as a catalyst for city renewal which in turn has created many new jobs and has brought in a large amount of tourism 
dollars.   Although larger in scale, much of the programming and uses can be applied from the Baltimore redevelopment to the Gary waterfront.  In the book, Waterfronts in Post-Industrial Cities by Richard Marshall, an article entitled 
“Waterfronts as catalysts for city renewal” by Martin Millspaugh helps simplify the complex problem of waterfront redevelopment.  Millspaugh, a developer and the person that led the redevelopment of Baltimore’s Inner Harbor 
waterfront from 1965 to 1985, makes five suggestions as to how waterfronts can successfully be redeveloped.  These suggestions are listed below:
I.  It must be realized that the public and private sectors have common objectives, and can form real public-private partnerships for economic development.
II.  There needs to be a Master Plan of land uses, agreed upon by both sectors.
III.  There needs to be a realistic Business Plan for the achievement of the concept in the Master Plan based on a realistic projection of market demand and the availability of public and private funding sources.
IV.  It is important that the plans, and the timetable, have a consensus of support from the community at large.
V.  Design controls should not be left to the design professionals alone as their priorities are liable to be based on their professional architectural standards, while the public will actually need a project that reflects the implicit values 
of the local people and their environment.
  All of these objectives involve integrating multiple perspectives on the subject and put an emphasis on the public/private relationship throughout the entire process.  I began this project wondering about the integration of 
public and private development and this article helps assure my thoughts about a mix of public and private uses and how they can benefit from each other.  This is probably the most significant point taken from this article in my 
opinion.  In one of Millspaugh’s recommendations, he states that “There needs to be a Master Plan of land uses, agreed upon by both sectors” (Marshall 82).  Also, this must reflect what is desired by the portion of the public that is 
involved in the project because I believe without public support the project begins to lose its purpose.  In the end of the article, I believe Millspaugh sums up the article in a clear and concise manner by stating “…the stakes are high – 
both for winning or losing – because the waterfront is probably the only one the community has, and they’d better be prepared to do it right because they won’t be given another chance” (Marshall 85).  I agree with what Millspaugh 
writes about getting it done correctly but I disagree with the severity that he takes.  Waterfronts and landscapes in general undergo continual change but this change is often overlooked due to its slow progression.  The U.S. Steel 
property in Gary has seen many uses throughout time and will continue to change in the future.  But with this in mind, it is still crucial to remember that redevelopment is very expensive and drastic changes to the landscape should 
not be made in a cavalier demeanor since such high-cost waterfront lands cannot continually experience drastic redevelopment schemes unless economic support is free flowing.
3.2    Appropriate Waterfront Re-use
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Fig.  2.05  Gary Downtown
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  Cities that have experienced industrial growth along their waterfronts in the past very possibly have derelict or under utilized pieces of property from failed industries.  Waterfronts, the host of much of past and present 
industrial activity, have the ability to satisfy the needs of local citizens by offering more than just employment.  The South Shore of Lake Michigan in northwest Indiana consists of many post-industrial and industrial waterfront 
properties that are limiting the potential future economic growth along northwest Indiana’s biggest asset, Lake Michigan, by occupying much of the waterfront land and preventing development.  The re-invention and cleansing of 
these properties has the ability to reshape the surrounding urban fabric by introducing new and beneficial uses that can help encourage further redevelopment and economic growth.  This project will focus on a portion of the Gary 
waterfront that is part of the U.S. Steel property and will address problems such as economic distress, appropriate waterfront use, lack of access to the waterfront site, and the sustainable redevelopment of the lake front site.  By 
addressing these problems, I hope to transform an under utilized site into a multi-functional waterfront property that will have positive long-term growth at a local and regional scale.
3.1    Economic Distress
  Much of the area surrounding the U.S. Steel site in Gary is economically distressed and would greatly benefit from the increased tax dollars that could be generated through a successful waterfront development.  These 
dollars could be put towards education, infrastructure improvements, and further reinvestment in the city.  Waterfront redevelopment and reinvention is not a new idea and has been a significant trend that has been seen in 
contrasting scales and locations since the 1960’s and has helped to revitalize dying economies.  Baltimore once touted shipyards and steel mills like much of the South Shore of Lake Michigan.  A private economic commission 
reported in 1953 that movement to the suburbs was causing property value deflation by 10 percent a year and that municipal bankruptcy was forecasted within ten years if action was not taken.  In recent years the population of Gary 
has seen great decline and has decreased by almost 7% from 2000 to 2008 (City-Data.com 1).  While populations elsewhere continue to grow, the town of Gary needs a catalyst project to bring back citizens and revitalize the once 
prosperous and bustling city.  
  The Inner Harbor of Baltimore is a prime example of successful waterfront redevelopment that has acted as a catalyst for city renewal which in turn has created many new jobs and has brought in a large amount of tourism 
dollars.   Although larger in scale, much of the programming and uses can be applied from the Baltimore redevelopment to the Gary waterfront.  In the book, Waterfronts in Post-Industrial Cities by Richard Marshall, an article entitled 
“Waterfronts as catalysts for city renewal” by Martin Millspaugh helps simplify the complex problem of waterfront redevelopment.  Millspaugh, a developer and the person that led the redevelopment of Baltimore’s Inner Harbor 
waterfront from 1965 to 1985, makes five suggestions as to how waterfronts can successfully be redeveloped.  These suggestions are listed below:
I.  It must be realized that the public and private sectors have common objectives, and can form real public-private partnerships for economic development.
II.  There needs to be a Master Plan of land uses, agreed upon by both sectors.
III.  There needs to be a realistic Business Plan for the achievement of the concept in the Master Plan based on a realistic projection of market demand and the availability of public and private funding sources.
IV.  It is important that the plans, and the timetable, have a consensus of support from the community at large.
V.  Design controls should not be left to the design professionals alone as their priorities are liable to be based on their professional architectural standards, while the public will actually need a project that reflects the implicit values 
of the local people and their environment.
  All of these objectives involve integrating multiple perspectives on the subject and put an emphasis on the public/private relationship throughout the entire process.  I began this project wondering about the integration of 
public and private development and this article helps assure my thoughts about a mix of public and private uses and how they can benefit from each other.  This is probably the most significant point taken from this article in my 
opinion.  In one of Millspaugh’s recommendations, he states that “There needs to be a Master Plan of land uses, agreed upon by both sectors” (Marshall 82).  Also, this must reflect what is desired by the portion of the public that is 
involved in the project because I believe without public support the project begins to lose its purpose.  In the end of the article, I believe Millspaugh sums up the article in a clear and concise manner by stating “…the stakes are high – 
both for winning or losing – because the waterfront is probably the only one the community has, and they’d better be prepared to do it right because they won’t be given another chance” (Marshall 85).  I agree with what Millspaugh 
writes about getting it done correctly but I disagree with the severity that he takes.  Waterfronts and landscapes in general undergo continual change but this change is often overlooked due to its slow progression.  The U.S. Steel 
property in Gary has seen many uses throughout time and will continue to change in the future.  But with this in mind, it is still crucial to remember that redevelopment is very expensive and drastic changes to the landscape should 
not be made in a cavalier demeanor since such high-cost waterfront lands cannot continually experience drastic redevelopment schemes unless economic support is free flowing.
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  Cities that have experienced industrial growth along their waterfronts in the past very 
possibly have derelict or under utilized pieces of property from failed industries.  Waterfronts, 
the host of much of past and present industrial activity, have the ability to satisfy the needs of 
local citizens by offering more than just employment.  The South Shore of Lake Michigan in 
northwest Indiana consists of many post-industrial and industrial waterfront properties that are 
limiting the potential future economic growth along northwest Indiana’s biggest asset, Lake 
Michigan, by occupying much of the waterfront land and preventing development.  The re-
invention and cleansing of these properties has the ability to reshape the surrounding urban 
fabric by introducing new and beneficial uses that can help encourage further redevelopment and 
economic growth.  This project will focus on a portion of the Gary waterfront that is part of the U.S. 
Steel property and will address problems such as economic distress, appropriate waterfront use, 
lack of access to the waterfront site, and the sustainable redevelopment of the lake front site.  
By addressing these problems, I hope to transform an under utilized site into a multi-functional 
waterfront property that will have positive long-term growth at a local and regional scale.
3.1    Economic Distress
  Much of the area surrounding the U.S. Steel site in Gary is economically distressed 
and would greatly benefit from the increased tax dollars that could be generated through a 
successful waterfront development.  These dollars could be put towards education, infrastructure 
improvements, and further reinvestment in the city.  Waterfront redevelopment and reinvention 
is not a new idea and has been a significant trend that has been seen in contrasting scales and 
locations since the 1960’s and has helped to revitalize dying economies.  Baltimore once touted 
shipyards and steel mills like much of the South Shore of Lake Michigan.  A private economic 
commission reported in 1953 that movement to the suburbs was causing property value deflation 
by 10 percent a year and that municipal bankruptcy was forecasted within ten years if action was 
not taken.  In recent years the population of Gary has seen great decline and has decreased by 
almost 7% from 2000 to 2008 (City-Data.com 1).  While populations elsewhere continue to grow, 
the town of Gary needs a catalyst project to bring back citizens and revitalize the once prosperous 
and bustling city.  
  The Inner Harbor of Baltimore is a prime example of successful waterfront redevelopment 
that has acted as a catalyst for city renewal which in turn has created many new jobs and has 
brought in a large amount of tourism dollars.   Although larger in scale, much of the programming 
and uses can be applied from the Baltimore redevelopment to the Gary waterfront.  In the book, 
Waterfronts in Post-Industrial Cities by Richard Marshall, an article entitled “Waterfronts as 
catalysts for city renewal” by Martin Millspaugh helps simplify the complex problem of waterfront 
redevelopment.  Millspaugh, a developer and the person that led the redevelopment of Baltimore’s 
Inner Harbor waterfront from 1965 to 1985, makes five suggestions as to how waterfronts can 
successfully be redeveloped.  These suggestions are listed below:
I.  It must be realized that the public and private sectors have common objectives, and can form 
real public-private partnerships for economic development.
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III.  There needs to be a realistic Business Plan for the achievement of the concept in the Master 
Plan based on a realistic projection of market demand and the availability of public and private 
funding sources.
IV.  It is important that the plans, and the timetable, have a consensus of support from the 
community at large.
V.  Design controls should not be left to the design professionals alone as their priorities are liable 
to be based on their professional architectural standards, while the public will actually need a 
project that reflects the implicit values of the local people and their environment.
  All of these objectives involve integrating multiple perspectives on the subject and put 
an emphasis on the public/private relationship throughout the entire process.  I began this 
project wondering about the integration of public and private development and this article helps 
assure my thoughts about a mix of public and private uses and how they can benefit from each 
other.  This is probably the most significant point taken from this article in my opinion.  In one of 
Millspaugh’s recommendations, he states that “There needs to be a Master Plan of land uses, 
agreed upon by both sectors” (Marshall 82).  Also, this must reflect what is desired by the portion 
of the public that is involved in the project because I believe without public support the project 
begins to lose its purpose.  In the end of the article, I believe Millspaugh sums up the article in a 
clear and concise manner by stating “…the stakes are high – both for winning or losing – because 
the waterfront is probably the only one the community has, and they’d better be prepared to do 
it right because they won’t be given another chance” (Marshall 85).  I agree with what Millspaugh 
writes about getting it done correctly but I disagree with the severity that he takes.  Waterfronts 
and landscapes in general undergo continual change but this change is often overlooked due 
to its slow progression.  The U.S. Steel property in Gary has seen many uses throughout time 
and will continue to change in the future.  But with this in mind, it is still crucial to remember that 
redevelopment is very expensive and drastic changes to the landscape should not be made in a 
cavalier demeanor since such high-cost waterfront lands cannot continually experience drastic 
redevelopment schemes unless economic support is free flowing.
3.2    Appropriate Waterfront Re-use
  With economic distress issues aside, it is important to think of potential redevelopment 
uses that would be successful along the waterfront in Gary.  Many different uses are possible but 
not all will work.  A synthesis of uses is important to the success of the waterfront and must be 
effective in more than one way.  In the book Waterfronts:  Cities Reclaim Their Edge and The New 
Waterfront composed by Ann Breen and Dick Rigby, a large amount of case studies are analyzed 
which help to illustrate built examples of what waterfronts can be.  Cultural, environmental, 
historic, mixed-use, recreational, residential, and working waterfront possibilities are explored. 
Although most of the case studies can fit into multiple categories, some projects prove to be 
exemplary in particular aspects which determine their categorization.  For the most part, elements 
from each category can be applied to the Gary waterfront but must be properly proportioned to 
be successful.  The selected case studies analyzed in the following paragraphs are meant to offer 
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Gary waterfront.  
  Culture is who we are and is defined by what we do and what we have done.  Museums 
and aquariums are often popular cultural attractions and the National Aquarium in Baltimore 
is an excellent example and success story that helped feed Baltimore’s Inner Harbor area.  
The original building cost over $20 million to build but due to its overwhelming success and 
popularity this figure soon became less significant.  For example, from 1984 to 1985 the 
aquarium had over 1.2 million visitors and collected almost $7 million dollars (Rigby 34).  From 
this case study, it is easy to say that successful cultural attractions such as museums and 
aquariums have the ability to bring in large amounts of visitors and income.  Although a large 
entry-level investment is required, the long term financial benefits have the ability to overtake 
these costs.  These up-front costs would be difficult for the city of Gary to handle by itself and a 
large amount of state or federal funding would be necessary.  With economics aside, it also must 
be recognized that cultural attractions like these help educate the public and can also become 
significant regional attractions.
  The concept of an environmental waterfront may seem quite obvious to some but the 
reality is that waterways have been the foundation of towns for quite some time and much of 
the wild is no longer wild.  Centennial Park, along Route 108 in Howard County, Maryland is a 
good example of a naturalized area that also integrates passive recreational activities.  The park 
itself, like many natural areas was preserved before suburban development and acts as a good 
amenity to the surrounding suburban context.  When adding simple, low-impact ideas into the 
naturalized area such as a educational nature center, fishing piers, picnic areas, and organized 
sports the place begins to draw a larger crowd but still works together to form a cohesive 
destination.  I believe the use of the U.S. Steel site as an environmental educational center with 
passive recreational opportunities has the ability to attract a lot of visitors and would transition 
well to the east portion of the site which is part of the Indiana National Lakeshore.  Although, the 
concept of an environmental waterfront may not have significant economic gain, the initial cost 
and risk involved is relatively low, and it leaves the door open for further development if desired.
  Historical waterfronts can add character to surrounding communities and can help recall 
the past to all generations.  The former waterfront streetcar system that ran approximately two 
miles along the core of the downtown Seattle waterfront is a good example that adds a unique 
character to the waterfront experience and adds a new form of transportation that is foreign 
to many people.  The streetcar system also helps reduce the amount of people trying to gain 
access to the waterfront via automobile which can quickly eat up valuable land.  Although the 
streetcar system is not a viable solution for those on a tight schedule it would be a nice historical 
feature and could make a historical reference to the streetcars that used to run in downtown 
Gary.  A streetcar system could be an interesting way to bring people from downtown Gary to the 
water and link in with other forms of transportation.
  Many of the urban revitalization and development strategies today look toward mixed-
use developments to integrate multiple uses such as commercial, office, and residential 
uses into a single structure.  The Inner Harbor of Baltimore has been known as the pinnacle 
of waterfront redevelopments in recent history but the Rowe’s Wharf along Atlantic Avenue 
in Boston, Massachusetts is also an exemplary project that fits “…a total of 665,000 square 
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density is important, this is not to forget the importance of mixed use and its context.  According 
to Rigby, Rowe’s Wharf “…successfully fits its context – an active harbor presence and a historic 
financial district – without being overly fussy” (Rigby 118).  Rigby also states the site offers 
great public accessibility through its waterfront walkway and its large, inviting archway – a well 
known architectural representation that signifies an entrance.  The application of a mixed-use 
development could play a role in the redevelopment of the U.S. Steel site in varying degrees of 
density and intensity.  Currently the site has very poor access but is adjacent to a large high-traffic 
interstate road that leads directly to Chicago.  With the addition of an interchange, the site could 
offer a great mixed-use development that could prosper from the large quantity of people passing 
by the site and its close proximity to Lake Michigan and Chicago.
  Recreation plays an important role in the health and welfare of communities and is a great 
way to interact and get involved in community activities.  The notion of a recreational waterfront 
opens the door to a large amount of activities and user groups and promotes a more active 
lifestyle.  Historic Grant Park in Chicago, Illinois offers amenities such as jogging, walking, and 
bicycling through a lake side trail system as well as baseball fields, tennis courts, playgrounds, 
and a skate park.  These active areas bring excitement and energy to the waterfront and there 
are activities that can be enjoyed by people of all ages.  I believe the integration of recreational 
activities into the U.S. Steel site would be a nice amenity to have because it would encourage 
more active lifestyles and create a fun, engaging atmosphere that could be a nice destination for 
the community.
  Another form of waterfront development use involves residential development.  Unlike all 
of the previous types of redevelopment I think the success of this use is very difficult to forecast.  
The town of Seaside, Florida is an excellent example of design that has good intentions but 
simply did not work as a primary residence for occupants.  Located along the Gulf of Mexico, 
Seaside consists of about 200 homes that ranged from $130,000 to almost $500,000 according 
to 1991 figures.  As of 1991, only a little over 10 of the 200 homes in Seaside were occupied by 
year-round residents which shows that Seaside is more of a vacation destination for those 
wealthy enough to afford a secondary residence (Rigby 269).  If placed within the context of the 
U.S. Steel site, I do not believe this site would provide a civic place for the town of Gary to gather 
and that a large dominant residential district would be very difficult to make affordable for the 
citizens of Gary without large housing subsidies from the public sector.  
  The final reuse possibility that will be discussed in this paper involves the working 
waterfront.  As previously mentioned in this paper, waterways became the starting points of many 
communities and therefore the notion of a working waterfront is a rather obvious use.  With this 
said it is easy to see how the shorelines of many highly populated cities have heavy industrial or 
commercial uses that take over the vast expanse of the shoreline and leave little for public use.  I 
do not believe a good waterfront is either one or the other, but rather a coexistence of both.  In 
Duluth, Minnesota a large steam-powered ship named the S/S William A Irwin, measuring over 
600 feet in length and multiple stories tall was restored after its retirement and converted into 
a Museum that sits along the Duluth waterfront.  The ship carried iron ore from the Minnesota 
mines to the lower Great Lake steel mills and is a token of the Duluth area.  Rigby analyzes the 
placement of this monster ship by writing, “Duluth is a gritty industrial port city.  As its downtown 
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everywhere, it is a brilliant stroke to install a restored specimen of the vessels that helped the city 
prosper.”  I think this is an excellent observation and comment on an idea that I believe would 
work nicely on the Gary waterfront.  Odds are that this ship, actually delivered iron ore to the U.S. 
Steel plant at some point and I believe it would be an interesting and iconic feature to add to the 
waterfront.  
3.3    Access to the Waterfront
  Potential reuses are futile if the site is not well connected to multiple modes of 
transportation.  Successful urban greenways have a wide user base and they work both 
recreationally and functionally to a wide spectrum of users.  A well connected and enjoyable 
greenway has the ability to reduce the traffic volume and allows users to experience their 
surroundings at a much more personal level.  Contemporary definitions as well as past examples 
of greenways will be discussed in this section of the review and are meant to show what 
greenways are defined as and how they function.  
  ‘Greenway’ is a rather vague term that has changing definitions.  According to the 
President’s Commission of Americans Outdoor in the USA, it defines ‘greenways’ “to provide 
people with access to open spaces close to where they live, and to link together the rural and 
urban spaces in the American landscape through threading through cities and countrysides like 
a giant circulation system” (Jongman 34).  This definition emphasizes greenways as a provider 
of spatial connectivity and focuses on the urban and rural areas of the United States despite the 
fact that the majority of the United States is now primarily suburban.  Rob Jongman, the author 
of Ecological Networks & Greenways:  Concept, Design, Implementation defines greenways as 
“…networks of land that are planned, designed and managed for multiple purposes including 
ecological, recreational, cultural, aesthetic, or other purposes compatible with the concept of 
sustainable land use.  Jongman focuses in on sustainable land use and does not focus in on 
connectivity at a larger scale.  I find the sustainability emphasis of this definition interesting 
because it defines the vague term by using a more indistinguishable and controversial term - 
sustainability.  I agree with the first definition more for its emphasis on connectivity but also agree 
that greenways have multiple purposes as the second definition alludes to.
  The Emerald Necklace by Frederick Law Olmsted links a large portion of the Boston Park 
System and is referred to as “the first greenway in the USA” by Jack Ahern.  This design plan from 
the 1880’s pioneered the linear park concept and was later implemented by Olmsted in several 
other American cities such as Washington, D.C., Minneapolis, Kansas City, Buffalo, & Cleveland 
(Jongman 49).  Charles Eliot, a close follower of Olmsted, came up with an expanded version of 
Olmsted’s Emerald Necklace by including five landscape types which include ocean fronts, river 
estuaries, harbor islands, large forests, and small urban squares (Jongman 50).  I believe Eliot’s 
concept of integrating various landscape types into the greenway system would create a larger, 
more diverse greenway user group and would make better use of the network.  Olmsted’s linear 
concept would work excellent along the Shore of Lake Michigan and spurs or loops could detach 
from the lakefront trail to integrate more users like that of Eliot’s.  The Gary waterfront site could 
act as a connecting point in the trail and would have the potential to draw in a lot of visitors from 
surrounding communities.
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  At its core, sustainability involves efficient recycling, re-use, and reduction of what is 
consumed daily and promotes closed loop systems.  These concepts are not only prevalent in 
our everyday lives but also in the design world.  In my opinion, the re-invention and re-use of 
derelict or abandon structures extends the life of these forms in a sustainable way.  Several 
highly successful post-industrial projects that have re-invented industrial space will be outlined 
in the following paragraphs and are meant to give an insight into why re-used structures are a 
sustainable and interesting solution.  Post-industrial lands often leave skeletons of what was once 
there and the Gary waterfront is no different.  Structures exist on the site and some sort of creative 
re-use is possible for future redevelopment.
  Designed by Richard Haag, Gas Works Park in Seattle, Washington is an interesting 
post-industrial waterfront park that transitioned from an industrial plant to a 19 acre park (City 
of Seattle 1).  Notable site features include a children’s play barn, a connecting trail, and a large 
hill with sundial.  The idea to leave the existing structures was said to have come to Haag in a 
dream (Washington 1).  The site design is fairly simple and leaves a lot of open space for passive 
recreational opportunities and large public gatherings.  I think the simplicity of this design is 
what works best.  Nothing flashy is done to exteriors of the old industrial structures and they 
just stand as a historical and way finding reference that will grow richer as time progresses.  
Another good example of a post-industrial landscape is Landschaftspark in Duisburg Nord, 
Germany.  Peter Latz, the prime designer of the project states, “Instead of building objects for 
specific uses, fantasy and playfulness allow the existing abstract structures to function in new 
ways” (Latz 1).  The park totals 570 acres and allows for much more programming to occur.  This 
is apparent in the climbing, diving, and multitude of other planning events that occur of the park.  
Landschaftspark also differs from Gas Works Park in the sense that much of the structures 
were much more interactive and extravagant.  Landschaftspark takes a literal approach to re-
use and Gas Works Park looks more at the sculptural and artistic re-use of the existing industrial 
structures.  Overall, both are very interesting design concepts that make the most out of what is 
available on the site and re-use them in an innovative and interesting manner.  This type of re-
use could be appropriate for the Gary waterfront property and would make for an interesting and 
intriguing experience that could attract people at a regional scale.
  In closing, post-industrial waterfront properties are likely to be present in cities that have 
experienced industrial growth.  The South Shore of Lake Michigan in northwest Indiana consists 
of many post-industrial and industrial waterfront properties that are limiting the potential of future 
economic growth along northwest Indiana’s biggest asset. These unused properties have the 
ability to offer more than just employment opportunities.  This project will focus on a portion of the 
Gary waterfront that is part of the U.S. Steel property and will address problems such as economic 
distress, appropriate waterfront use, lack of access to the waterfront site, and the sustainable 
redevelopment of the lake front site.  By addressing these problems, I hope to transform an under 
utilized site into a multi-functional waterfront property that will have positive long-term growth at a 
local and regional scale.
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Fig. 4.02  View from Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore
Fig. 4.03  Marquette Park Shoreline
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Fig. 4.04  View from Dunes Highway looking toward US Steel Gary Works - East
Fig. 4.05  View of US Steel Gary Works from Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore
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Fig. 4.07  Edge condition of Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore & US Steel Gary Works East 
Fig. 4.06  View of Southern Infrastructure at US Steel Gary Works East
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Fig. 4.08  View of Western Infrastructure at US Steel Gary Works East
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